Abstract
Earlobe piercing is a part of each and every culture and tradition, the history of which dates back to ancient times 5000 years ago. This ancient art of body piercing has become a part of the fashion process in the recent times. 2 Latin Americans have routinely pierced the earlobes of new born girls to indicate sexual identity. 3 But nowadays, earlobe piercing is a quotidian event in all groups of population. Individuals who are currently 20 to 25 years old are given the term Generation X (extreme). This generation X group of youth has distinguished themselves with extremes in sports, music, designer drugs, tattoos and body piercing. With the resurgence of ear piercing, more and more patients presents with the complications from these procedures. The most common local complications of earlobe piercings include minor infections, contact dermatitis, infection of the lobule, formation of keloid, lobular tissue loss, elongation of the earlobe, splitting of the earlobe. The repair of elongated or split earlobes is frequently done by cosmetic surgeons. There are various procedures reported in the literature for this repair.
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Introduction
The earlobe is an anatomical structure with small dimensions without specific functions but it possess a notable aesthetic role [7]. Long term usage of heavy earrings results in split/torn earlobe and wide aperture/dilated/stretched earlobe. There is a variable rate of incidence in patients wearing earrings, based on the ethnicity, culture and country [8]. The most common complication seen by cosmetic surgeons is acquired cleft earlobe from usage of earrings [9]. A variety of techniques to repair elongated and split earlobes have been reported in the literature with or without reconstructing a hole. These surgical techniques ranges from simple excision with primary closure to incorporation of purse string closure, straight line closure, straight line closure with hole preservation by Elsahy, Boo-Chai’s technique, Pardue’ method, straight line closure with modification to inferior rim by Harahap, Casson, Kalimuthu, Reiter and Alford, hole preservation with modification to inferior rim by Hamilton and LaRoss, Buchan, Argamaso, Fatah, Zoltie, Z-plasty, L-plasty, step advancement flap, rotation flap, bilobed flap, Gavello’s technique, Reiter and Alford’d technique, earlobe reconstruction by Cheney or combination of these [9].

Etiology and pathology
Torn earlobes and elongated earlobes are known as split or complete cleft earlobes and partial or incomplete cleft earlobes respectively. This is acquired due to sudden pull of an earring, continuous traction from heavy or pendulous earrings, chronic and repeated tension on the piercing site from physical activities like jogging, running and habitual fondling [10, 11, 12]. Usage of tight clip-on earrings causes earlobe necrosis [10]. The other contributing factors include position of earring hole if placed too low, most commonly with women who were born in 1960’s and earlier, where it was a custom to pierce the earlobe in the lower third. Larger and much more severe earlobe defects results from traumatic animal bite or human bite [1]. Congenital earlobe defects/clefts are also reported in the literature but it is very rare [9, 13]. It has been described as unilateral or bilateral and typically involving the soft tissue of the lobule, sparing the auricular cartilaginous framework [9]. Elongated earlobe is a result of gradual and chronic stretching of the earlobe by heavy earrings which causes tissue expansion like effect with an intact earlobe.
Split earlobe occurs as a result of constant and gradual splitting of the earlobe which leads to complete separation. A split can occur in one earlobe and then later develop in the other ear or it can occur simultaneously on both ears. There is no age predilection. Most commonly occurs in females with the usage of earrings. Mostly this split is associated with moist discharge and/or itching of variable intensity. The histological study of the split tissue reveals an inflammatory reaction with perivascular infiltration of lymphocytes, plasma cells, eosinophils and some degree of granulomatous reaction is also reported in the literature [2].

A strong evidence of allergic reaction to gold is also reported in the literature. But allergy to pure gold is very rare. Allergic reactions to nickel, copper and zinc are very common. The 3 ways in which allergic reactions to earrings can manifest include:[1] a weeping eczematous reaction of the skin surrounding the pierced hole of the earlobe;[2] gradual splitting of the earlobe;[3] a keloid-like lesion.2 Other common local complications involved in split earlobes include allergic contact dermatitis, inflammation, bleeding, infection, crusting and cyst formation [1].

**Eleven pearls for cosmetic earlobe repair [4].**

**Pearl 1:** Control of the earlobe facilitates precision repair

**Pearl 2:** Precision cutting of the mobile earlobe is best performed with a pressureless incisional modality

**Pearl 3:** Small tears in the upper two-thirds of the earlobe may be simply excised

**Pearl 4:** Incomplete tears that are at or below the junction of the lower one-third of the earlobe should be converted to a full tear

**Pearl 5:** When repairing a full-thickness earlobe tear, utilize one or two resorbable deep sutures

**Pearl 6:** Before final closure, place a key suture on the most inferior portion of the earlobe

**Pearl 7:** Close the lateral surface of the incision first

**Pearl 8:** Immediate re-piercing is a simple procedure that provides increased patient satisfaction

**Pearl 9:** All ear piercings must be perpendicular to the long axis of the earlobe

**Pearl 10:** Common complications are easy to correct or prevent

**Pearl 11:** Earlobe tears are easier to prevent than to treat

**Prevention of earlobe tears [4].**

- Avoid wearing heavy earrings for long time periods
- Remove earrings when using the telephone
- Remove earrings at the hair salon
- Be aware that small children and babies are attracted to earrings
- Remove your earrings before removing upper clothing like sweaters
- Do not allow children to wear small loop or dangling earrings.

**Surgical techniques**

A variety of techniques to repair elongated and split earlobes have been reported in the literature with or without reconstructing a hole. These surgical techniques ranges from simple excision with primary closure to incorporation of purse string closure, straight line closure, straight line closure with hole preservation by Elsahy, Boo-Chai’s technique, Pardue’s method, straight line closure with modification to inferior rim by Harahap, Casson, Kalimuthu, Reiter and Alford, hole preservation with modification to inferior rim by Hamilton and LaRossa, Buchan, Argamaso, Fatah, Zoltie, Z-plasty, L-plasty, step advancement flap, rotation flap, bilobed flap, Gavello’s technique, Reiter and Alford’s technique, earlobe reconstruction by Cheney or combination of these [9].

**Discussion**

Numerous techniques have been described to repair the torn earlobe. Different surgical techniques have been mentioned. There are many techniques to repair the partial cleft earlobe. Straight line closure is a simple and fast technique when compared to other surgical techniques, but it does not provide the best cosmetic results. The various surgical procedures for repair of partial and total cleft earlobe range from simple scar revision with approximation of edges to the use of different types of flaps and closure. Each procedure has its own merits and demerits. Some procedures are simple while others are more complicated and time consuming.

**Conclusion**

Cleft earlobe whether it is partial or complete, it can be corrected by using any of the above mentioned surgical techniques or a combination of those. The procedure can be done under local anaesthesia. There should be a clear understanding of the anatomy of the earlobe, advantages and disadvantages of each technique. This should be applied accordingly in each case by the surgeon. Educating the patient about preventing future clefts is mandatory. They should be advised not to wear heavy earrings, and for a long time period of time, to remove the earrings at night.
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